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Abstructs:

Calculation scheme of positronium (Ps)fOrmation inside muffin‐ tins is presented for

calculation program code of angie‐ resolved Positronium foramtion spectroscopy(ARPsFS)

Layered KKR method is used in this calculation Spectrum calculation of angle― resolved Ps

formation、 vill be performed for a lot of conditions by building in the ne、 v program code

into the previous calculation where Ps formation is calculated only around surface bar―

rier outside of the topmost muffin‐ tin SubrOutines for the present calculation are sup―

plied in the angte― resolved photoemission spectrum calculation code,SLON established by

Blake,Koukal and Larsson

l.lntroduction

Since positronium can be formed only outside of surface for metal and se■ �conductor, Ps

is expected to be a good tool for surface spectrOscopy [1] Especially, angle‐ resolved Ps

formation spectroscopy is expected to be a powerful spectroscopy tO measure surface electro―

nic structure, because its mechanism is quite similar to angle‐ resolved photoelectron spec‐

troscoopy and ARPsFS is more sensitive to surface electronic structure[2-12]

In the last decade,technique for intense monoenergetic positron bean has been developed

well[1,13].Lawrence Livermore,Mainz University,Electro� c Technology Laboratory(De

nso― ken),OSaka university and」 AERI Tokai have wem‐ operated intense pulse positron beam

hnes. Using those machines, we can do very easily ARPsFS experiment. Technique to mea―

sure Ps energy distribution has been established for pulse beam[14,15]

Ho、vever, to analyse experimental spectra, comparison with theory is necessary. Though

we could expect that ARPsFS spectruil is sinlilar to surface local density of states, we

should encounter certain modification by so‐ called matrix element effect Sin� lar situations
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are in ARUPS I we cOuld analyse nothing withOut program code of ARUPS calculation[16].

PrOgram code for ARPsFS has been developed by using theory of ref. 12, We included Ps

formatiOn only around the surface barrier(outSide Of the barrier and the space between the

barrier and the topmost muffin‐ tin layer)in the theOry presented in ref 12.ThOugh Ps wave

functiOn decays strongly towづ rds inside fron the barrier, it looks necessary tO include at

least terms from muffin― tins of the tOpmost atonic layer, It is also cOnfirmed by results of

ARUPS calculation,because we use sin� lar calculation scheme fOr it.

Thus, the purpose of the paper is to build in terms inside the muffin‐ tins into the Ps

formatiOn theory, We will also explain how tO build in the above teory into the previous

progran code with subroutines supphed in SLON.

2. Outline of the theory

RevolutiOn to shOrten computational tine fOr ARUPS calculation was dOne by J B.Pendry

with his`LEED‐ type calculation'[17].Key point Of hig theory is to use Green's functiOn for

initial electrOnic states l conversion prOcedure is saved by relaxation Of hole remaining in

the surface ln his fOrmahsm,photoelectron intensity,

Д房Ⅲ辟D=場 kttbttη 囚チβ刈2

is re、vritten into the foHowing formula with the Green'function for initial states
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Using the formula(2),we can sOlve it as scattering problem of One electron:an electrOn of

energy E tt ω is de‐ excited into a hole state of energy E with e■ lission of phOtOn and then it

is re_excited tO the upper level of E +ω  again by absOrbing a phOtOn.The band structures

of initial and final states are calculated as multiple scattering of the electron in the solid.In

this fOrmahsm,、 ve calculate only initial and final states which are connected with photoelec‐

tron wavefields outside of the sond. Therefore, computational tiェ ne is saved a lot by using

this formalism.
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Theory of positronium formation at surface can be forttalized

formation prObability Of direct prOcess (One‐ electrOn process)due

given by
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vヽhere Ek is energy of initial electrOn in the sOlid,and q and k is the mOmentum Of positron

and electrOn respectively  ε kq,p iS the energy defference between initial and final state Of

the system defined by

εん?,つ Eps(力 )一E.Eq

Using the definition of Green's functiOn,

|ブ,ど沖(E)<ブ,EI=身F辮
=―手肋GttE)

we obtain the f0110、 ving formula:

_ls,Es><s,Fsl
E―Es― Jδ

r(戸.,島♪_瑯 前 向 糊 /塩億,門Щた,門鴇偉)

×G(た ,た ,E)`ゼ (〆,/)7(イ ,え )ちs(ィ,だ )・ …………………………………(6)

where ψPs and ?q iS wave function of e■ �tted Ps and incident pOsitrOn Vヽe can easily

notice an ana10gy between eq(6)and eq.(2).Thus,we can use mOst Of all phOtOelectrOn cal‐

culation technique for the present Ps fOrmation calculation, POsitron cOrresponds tO phOtO_

electrOn and Ps cOrrespOnds to photOn field.

PositrOn wavefield is calculated by LEEI) program with positron 
■�ffn_tin pOtential.

AccOrding to the formalism of ref, 11,LEPD state inside the barrier is as f0110ws;

φ9⑭ =庁1ン捲9η [娩・は一め]■4を 9印脇そ∝ε刃,
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聴=(σll+g,±v2Eq~la二 十gF)

and outside the barrier,

φ?け)=と
~lΣ

Aを 9ηレ0ど
・は一ごi涸 +4乙 3“p[ガσ」・げ-81)],

碕=(σ .+g,±σど), ……・………………………・………・l101

where the sum is done for receprocal lattice vectors on the surface as LEED calculation The

coefficients,A ttjg is calculated by LEPD calculation,where the suffix i meanS ith atOmic

layer frO■l the top of the surface lnside of the muffin― tin,the above plane、 vave should be re―

written in the spherical wave expansion.

Positroniuna、 vavefield is presented below;

嫁 獄,D=孝
汁

C印←αο鼻立 |)

斗
炉

i署 ]十 R叩 防
i∵

弓
… … … … ⑪

where aO is the Bohr radius. Because of charge neutrality, Mre ignore multiple scattering

effects due to muffin― tin for Ps lt would be true for metal, at least, However, definitely for

ionic crystal,、 ve should use a certain muffin‐ tin potential for Ps,Derivation of the murfin_tin

potential of Ps itself would be an important and interesting topics,though we do not touch it

here.

According to ref. 11,we assume that potential for Ps has the foHowing from:

恥よ劾封甥隼ガ協豚:8 …●●中●●-0… ……・―・………・…・l121

where z=歩 (z十 +Z― )and Z=O is the position of the barrier The solid is in+3 direction,

the same as LEED theory[18],Though investigation for spacial shape of the barrier poten‐

tial should be done in future,ヽ ve here the above step potential for silnplicity

The interaction of Ps formation, rヽ is approximately a Coulomb interaction between the
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positron and an electron as derived in ref 10

H・門=満 脚・
白 … … … … … … … … … … 。

(131

We shOuld point out that for`On shell'case,Ps formation matrix element due to eq,Q9is ex_

acdy sahe as the Other Ps formation matrix due to image pOtentials as we showed in ref.10,

For energetic positron, lve should use dynanlical screening potential as in ref 1 9 However,

here,we use tust the Ordinary screened Coulomb potential for simplicity.In actual computa‐

tional calculation, we could switch tO the dynan� cal screening potential, because wave nu■ ト

bers and energies for electron,positron and Ps are all fixed fOr each multiple scattering cal―

cultaiOns

Herea■ er we separate eqす (6)into the f0110wing two parts,according to ref l l

…………………………・
(1つ

… … … … … … … … … Ⅲ… …・… … …・
ll「ol

え,Eん )ガ (イ)7偲 ,殉 ψる(て,え)… …………………Q0

3,Wavefield H(予 )in muffin‐ tin potential

First,we reexpand H(F_)intO Sherical waves To calculate transmission and reflection

coefficients fOr a layer,we take a beam incident on the j‐ th layer

レ時 9露ρ[J【主∂。(,一 a)]

choosing as origin the center of an atom in the j‐ th layer This plane wave results in spheric―

al waves 、Thich in the absence of a potential Ⅲvould have the form near the atom at the

orlgln,

堆
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口
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,
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l181
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where

4陽0=J4π煎可μ暁 恥π(恥)…… … … … … … …Q9

and our shorthand notation fOr the argument of Yl_m denotes he angular direction ofえ
+lg,

Thus,for incident wave of amphtude Wj from― z direction and Vj frOm tt z direction,we

obtain

A場2(デ )=Σ :をπ〆( F)打 [″修b_2(えを)十レそ恥_2(【乃)]・・……………………………90

According to ref. 17,multiple scattering between atoms within the layer modifies A(0):

4〃ηい=粋甥続(川ヱ乳易(ク2 …………………… 9け

Where X2 iS presented in ref 18 for a more detailed description of this calcultion. In our

program code,X is calculated by XMATKC which is based on the method of Kambe[20]So

we have the expansion we seek about the atom at the origin in the i‐ th layer

個 ⇒=抒 加 功メ珂 卜 朔 祠 メ〃… … … …⑫

Where ψ21 iS the solution of the SchrOdinger equation that is regular at the origin

売?=歩(吻十力)   ……………………99

and outside the ato■ l reduces to

売′ば2】 →=歩ピ 糊 唾 D+9uδ努
)鴫刺 …… … … … … … 9つ

h rer.11,the wavefield H(r)of eq QD is separated into four terms;

耳(殉 =rr11(た)十打12(た )十 r21(た )十rr22(2)… ………………………………90
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Thus,we Obtain for each wave numbers,

fr12■fr2涛 雰 騨 脚姓 朗 ♂紬
'彎
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For ato■lic layers be10w the second,we should consider only terms including A2,

FrOm the above, we― obtain coericients W alld V of eql. 20 for each wave numbers and

obain<φ  lG211>in spherical expansion,

4.Wavefield L(1)� muffin北� potential

lllside the ato■ ll■luffin_tin sphere),electronic Green's fuction is given by

θ,,(E,■ /)=一流
塚 碗〃後�げ(ら)Ъ示,生a)場猟デー動 中……1`… …Ⅲ ID

where tt a4d ら means the smaller and the greater Of l子 一島 l and i′ 一Fj l.As ξhown

above,the wave corresponds to photoelectron in ARUPS theory is given by

(φ lG21'〉=子
房

払豹 い ん (E?,F一引 )ち承デーのゴ
δ2夕 …… … …… … 09

Thus,lf we assume that子 生_cJ ls OlltSide of the mufin― till,we Obtalll,

〈テ
/IG9・

G2F)=~テ ÷房塩 (|'生島|)も蒋生引y>勇″(|卜εザ|)耽(卜め

塀 Aあ″け腸′¢2,卜ごn功¢め?ra2グ

=デ1房嗚 (Iダ
生引)琢

'生

ぁ)Σ窃劣X〕 9「
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which is Obtained ttom

Thereforα―we obtain
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h contrast tO photOettission山 ∞ ry.wc uSe Only teFnas Of l=1′ ,4=~m十 .

Since the Waveaeld H is de■ 4ed by eq.α O,■,would be a problem to deAne″ 21・ From eq.

13dl,we shourd use fouF 01ane Wavtt outtide of the mufFinitin.ThusⅢ  we sho■ld`olve SchFO・

dinger equation foF eれ h Waves to obtain与 妨1乳 予21b,ψ 2■,l ψ21d by using electronic munエ

tin potential.We shoind get a sun fOr these fOuF in eqi“ 9,
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The obtained fOrmula can be FeWitten to the f0110wi4g fOF4:

管′障lyG2+分三

=房

F材ぷ♪ち (1作あD湯″眸 翰C~ゆ
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朗旅)=→ん1房(■)喝却(ル
δ`2夕

〃(,_a)F場は2,卜あ>2ご″ …… …は9

which is iust Sameを消fornlula 00 in Fef.17.Since it is emitted waVe from each aton,ve

Should calculate multiple scattering of the wave Blをm(°
)within the layeF.

It is easy to find amplitud.es eH� tted by atoms other than the one at the origin :an ato■ 1｀

removed a distance R frOm ёj e■litsャ ave―almplitudes

B鵡境attρ [J(汚 11巧記11)]    中●̀
……i・・̀中・・…………………Ⅲ儀0

wher.e

え11=σ llど ―」11       -中 …………………………………・14り

Multiple scattering within the layer can be treated aS Same as rei 17 and we obtain,

島?れ =房鮮 蟄 W=(島えD協肋 … … … …… … ……・的

Bl珍 即 can be obtained by using subrOutine BGPM in NEWP00L or SILON with Blゼ 騨
(0)aS

input data.

The waves in eq.1481 are Outgoing.However)accordi4g tO ref,17,wё  Can easlly ttte the

same formtalism we used above if ve suppose that the outgoing waVes Were Caused by inci一

dent waves,

角 砕 脇 力(猛「作 あD琢卜 硼 工… … … … … … 中

“

9

where

嗚 =洗 玲  … … … … … や0

Substituting the above waves frOm the total wavefield,we obtain,
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+z directio4,
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we can calculate dj to N‐ th layer by using the method presented in eq。 (112)tO eq(118)of

ref.17.Computational Calculation of this part is done in the subroutine PELOW of SLON.

The wave calculated above incident frOm both sides gives the incOming spherical waves

about atoms in the layer.For the atoms at the origin of the j‐ te layer,corrected for multiple

scattering in the usual way,the amplitudes are

57三
」 房

4π Ж ヱ汗財 Ъ 萩たと)十ぬ Ъ初 (た湖 (F xI房 ク7… … … … 60

Adding the amplitudes originating within the j― th iayer,the total wavefield outside the atom

at the origin in the i― th layer is

L(ア )=('IGiG21φ )

=1房 [らか B笠″π 琴写蟄デ
]9'い切ク恥η

十
三デ肇拳

=ア
[9ガ

δツー9〕
びW]ヽ

あとι2   ………………………………………・
l「D91

which is just same as eq.(120)Of ref.1 7 exept each coefficients,Fゼ m and Blを m.

5,Final coupling

For i‐ th layer,we deine the H(F)wave aS f01lows,

∬(ア )=rf12(ア)十r22(ア )

=孝
長 |七

潔 弟萩〕賜 ′似2Jデ 引瘍 7は ψ ツ … … … … ……60

Substituting Gl has the effect of replacing″ ユ by― ψ
「

,we obtain,

―lrη●1迭77.Glガ h犠 |の

一 身
r的 阻 7P.(G}G∋ ガ 耽 |の … … … … … … 6つ
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so that

¢喉 Ciθ∋げ ム lψ〉三子蕩 蹴 ♂
“

ρ
Viplダーあり恥″¢―詢 …… … ・0つ

功 =転十B協+」COt(島″)9ヤと
'ツ
B跳  …:・・中……………Ⅲ・………60

Using.eqs,1601 to 1631 we find that

T=一≠rm/rωЦttαダ

ー 考 力 房評 解 〕C詢窮緩
¢ν

X/d暢′似川
・

あけ姻 アー島Dttγ¢司 期
'―

の

―お″房雰場γ09ゆ″猛ギν

學 電XI'一ら

'ち

(|″―島けT紹″

∀場伊一働b紳一効"
― 希

励
房 (司>嶋痢 9里銑を¢V

柳 ゆ制朋
'制

TttT …………… 側

where we have summed contributions frOm each atom in the layer,and we have used

″勇=携′

弱 =かェタ    … ど… … … …
な
… … ●

1651

The final expression fOr the curreat enitted into a beam with a parallel monentum p is
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rvT(il,島る)=ΣΣ4ω   ・…………………………60

which cOmplete our derivation. In the actual calculation, we should add the contribution of

electron around a surface barrier,which has been presented by lshii― Pendry[11],

r(,11,EpS)=rvT(,11,EPs)十 rrP('11,】猛 )。 中 ●… … … …・・・・ ""… …
。中

0つ

6。 Conclusion

We present formula of angle― resolved Ps formation spectru■ l for matirx element inside of

muffin― tin potential We can calculate every terms in the Ps formation theory by using the

prOsent result with the former result of lsh� and Pendry. To construct computational prOg‐

ra■l code is easy if we use SLON as a base progranl cade,
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